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Special Report

Canada’s housing market has come into focus lately.
Homeowners need not look very far south for reasons of
concern, as the U.S. housing market continues to tumble.
To gain a clear perspective on housing market trends, how-
ever, one needs good price data. One measure often quoted
is the simple average price in any given month and market,
such as those provided by the National Association of
Realtors (NAR) in the U.S. and the Canadian Real Estate
Association (CREA). As of the last available data from
CREA (Oct. 2008), the average Canadian home price was
10% lower than a year prior.

These measure the average price for existing home
transactions in a given month and market regardless of
unit type, size, or quality.  When aggregating across local
markets to arrive at a national price, prices are simply
weighted by the relative sales volumes in each city.  In
normal times, these regional sales-weighted price meas-
ures are reliable.  However, the same cannot be said when
markets are at a turning point and sales fluctuate signifi-
cantly. Such is the case in Canada at the moment. As at
Oct. 08, sales were down 50% in British Columbia for

HIGHLIGHTS

• Canada needs a repeat sales home price in-
dex

• In its absence, we control for sale volumes
across major markets to derive a TD Home
Price Index to better gauge national home
prices trends

• Given the steep declines recorded in sales in
Canada’s most expensive markets in recent
months, the simple average price reported by
CREA overstates prices declines significantly

example. Since average prices in British Columbia are the
highest in the nation, the drop in sales tends to overstate
the extent of price declines when applied to a simple na-
tional average.

Analysts of U.S. housing markets typically prefer to
look at repeat sales price measures, such as those pro-
vided by OFHEO and S&P/Case-Shiller, rather than a sim-
ple average. Such price indices offer a better apples-to-
apples comparison over time by focusing on houses that
have sold more than once. Canada lacks such a repeat
sales price measure.  As of its latest press release (Nov.
14), CREA has started to derive national prices using a
more accurate stock-weighted method on the regions.
Regional markets are weighted by the outstanding stock
of homes, rather than sales.  Along this latter vein, TD
Economics has computed a TD Home Price Index
(HPI), which weights the regional markets by the out-
standing stock of homes within each market.  This will
help control for price volatility related solely to shifts in

Oct. 07 Oct. 08 % chg.
Vancouver 590,577$         556,682$         -5.7

Ottawa 275,184$         280,870$         2.1

Oct. 07 Oct. 08 % chg.
 Vancouver 3,093 1,391 -55.0

Ottawa 1,391 974 -30.0

AVERAGE Oct. 07 Oct. 08 % chg.
492,738$         443,092$         -10.1

Oct. 07 Oct. 08 % chg.
AVERAGE 497,600$         475,374$         -4.5

STOCK-WEIGHTED AVERAGE 2-CITY PRICE

 Source: CREA, Statistics Canada. TD Economics.

EXISTING HOME PRICE

EXISTING HOME SALES

SALES-WEIGHTED 2-CITY PRICE
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sales volumes – which arguably distort national figures. A
simple example is provided in the accompanying table to
highlight this last point.

The TD HPI does not and cannot control for unit-type
or segment shifts (e.g. expensive single-detached versus
cheaper condos sold in any given month) within major met-
ropolitan markets, but it does control for sales volume shifts
across these major markets1. We weigh each major mar-
ket by its share of housing stock (as per cent of total) us-
ing the number of dwellings from Census data, interpolat-
ing as needed between Census years. To remain agnostic
about post-2006 Census developments, weights are fixed
after the 2006 Census until we get the next Census from
2011. The monthly TD HPI starts in Jan. 2002, which is,
for the time being, the longest available consistent series.
The result is a more reliable, less volatile national home
price measure.

As of the latest available data (Oct. 2008), the
CREA sales-weighted major market home price
measure was down 10.9% Y/Y. The TD HPI stock-

weighted measure shows a much smaller decline of
4.6%.  As suspected, the difference arises predominantly
because of large double-digit drops in sales in some of
Canada’s most expensive markets in British Columbia,
which our index controls for. Over the course of the entire
series (since Jan. 2002), the CREA price measure showed
an average annual gain of 8.6%. The TD HPI gain was
similar, but slightly higher 9.1% in nominal (current dollar)
terms, and 7.4% in real (constant dollar2) terms.  Year-to-
date (Jan.-Oct. 08 compared to the same period last year),
the TD HPI shows Canadian home prices to be still in the
black at +3.6%, compared to -0.4% by the CREA
measure. We will continue to monitor and report on the
TD HPI and how it compares to the sales-weighted price
throughout this turning point in Canadian housing markets.
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This report is provided by TD Economics for customers of TD Bank Financial Group. It is for information purposes only and may
not be appropriate for other purposes. The report does not provide material information about the business and affairs of TD Bank
Financial Group and the members of TD Economics are not spokespersons for TD Bank Financial Group with respect to its
business and affairs. The information contained in this report has been drawn from sources believed to be reliable, but is not
guaranteed to be accurate or complete. The report contains economic analysis and views, including about future economic and
financial markets performance. These are based on certain assumptions and other factors, and are subject to inherent risks and
uncertainties. The actual outcome may be materially different. The Toronto-Dominion Bank and its affiliates and related entities
that comprise TD Bank Financial Group are not liable for any errors or omissions in the information, analysis or views contained
in this report, or for any loss or damage suffered.
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1 The 24 major markets used in compiling the TD_HPI are Calgary, Edmonton, Halifax-Dartmouth, Hamilton-Burlington, Kitchener-Waterloo,
London & St. Thomas, Trois-Rivières, Montréal, Ottawa, Gatineau, Québec City, Regina, Saguenay, Saint John, Saskatoon, St. Catharines,
Newfoundland & Labrador, Sudbury, Thunder Bay, Toronto (incl. Brampton, Durham Region, Mississauga, Orangeville and York Region),
Greater Vancouver, Victoria, Windsor-Essex, and Winnipeg.

2 We adjust for inflation using the CPI (excluding shelter).

Endnotes


